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1. ( ) TASKING: Other than the origenal tasking and subsequent 
directions provided during the previous three sessions the Interviewer was 
provided no other identifying data 0r specific new tasking. Prior td the 
session the Interviewer provided the Source with the following information 
all of which was drawn directly from the data provided by the Source th date: 
"To recap our status, you have already described a port facility with 
adjacent storage buildings. One of these buildings has a curved or domed roof. 
Within that building there are various sized boxes, specifically m~dium 
or smaller sized boxes and a large sized box stored one to a pallet. In 
today's session we will attempt to ascertain the contents of these boxes in 
detail. Do you understand your mission?" Source was also provided the same 
encrypted coordinates as the previous three sessions as per Extended Remote 
Viewing (ERV) protocols. No other cu~ing or descriptive data except that 
quoted above was provided to the Source pertaining to this site. 

2. ( ) SESSION: There were no unusual occurrences, inclemencies 
or external environmental conditions known to the Interviewer which may have 
influenced the results of this session. The session was conducted utilizing 
only standard ERV protocols. 

3. ( ) SUMMARY: 

a. ( ) The following narrative, (contained within quotation 
marks), is an abridged copy of Source's post-session written summary. This 
summary has been editorialized, (as indicated), by the undersigned, for clarity, 
grammar and structure. The acutal unabridged summary is maintained in the 
mission field dossier at this location along with other material produced during 
this session, e.g., sketches, notes, etc.). "(The) unloading area outside 
(the domed) bulding s~ not stacked with boxes like last time, (previous session). 
(There are) pieces or'cardboard, (strips) of metal banding material and pieces 
of pallets lying about but nothing is being stored here now. (Previously) 
there had been things stored here. (After"moving" to a time of greater 
activity there are things) on (the) right side, which I believe is in an area 
of (special) interest. (The things( are like giant slinky's (toys), (or) 
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, to a man and half" in height. (The next thing) on the right, going from front 
to back, is a tubular object, metallic with layers of metal. It (was) 
stands on one end and is loaded one per pallet. Across the aisle, going back, 
(are) boxes of bright red tubular objects stacked in rows of maybe five or 
(six) high. The (red) tubes were perhaps (2 1/2 1 x 3') long. Further back 
were objects (which reminded me of) a Ben Franklin stove. (They) are (perhaps) 
hour glass shaped, metallic, heavy and functional. These are, in some way, 
(related) to use with an antenna. Further back, on the last shelves, (are) 
things associated with depot (level) maintenance. Across (the) aisle in (the) 
back are boxes from (the previous session). The boxes have a series of items 
in them (consisting) of two parts. (There is) a main part and a base. (The) 
main part has (proturding)·wires and maybe holes. It reminds me of a (wind 
instrument from my childhood). The area is routinely patrolled and a 
running inventory is constantly maintained. The warehouse is probably 80% 
enpty now. I go back to a time when there (is) more activity It is night 
(and there are) bright lights. (There are) many people (dressed) in gray 
overalls unpacking and preparing things on (the) left (side) of (the) 
warehouse. There is a smell of oily rags and cosmoline'(preservative oil/ 
grease) and new, cold metal. (The people) have a deadline and are working with 
a sense of urgency. They work in two and three, man teams. The things 
they are preparing are large, metallic and (sloping). 

b. ( ) During the actual session~ Source reported other data 
which may inpact on the final assessment of this target. That data is listed 
below in raw unevaluated form: 

(1) ( ) Item previously stored (and viewed in previous 
sessions) included military supplies/goods and petroleum, oil and lubricants (POL). 

(2) ( ) An impression that the light in the buildmng is 
natural, i.e. sunlight through windows or skylights. 

(3) ( ) An impression of rods or long bolts used to lock 
containers. 

(4) ( ) The large tubular object (stacked one to a pallet-
see Source's summary) is further described as metallic, tapering (larger at 
bottom than top), gray and ~ive drab in color, heat resistant with a red 
ring at the top (NOTE: In Source's post-session sketches this reference was 
drawn to represent an item bearing striking resemblance to an artillary shell). 

(5) ( ) The smaller red tubular items (also described in 
Source's summary) were further described as being stacked in the box with an 
impression of resembling ammunition in crates. The color of these items were 
bright red. 

(6) ( ) The reference to the "Ben Franklin Stove" was 
clarified in the post-session sketches as an item resembling a "pot-bellied 
stove." It was further described as related to the revolving antenna on a 
ship. Other words describing this device included; components, rapidly 
interchangeable, pulsing, frequency,,shifting, something to do with bands 
but defeinitely not a "communicator." Source also reported an unresolved 
impression of "wide bands, perhaps yellow spectrum," and "reflection, bouncing/ 
ricochetting off." 
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(7) ( ) A general impression of a general purpose hard-
ware store (Hechinger's) with numerous types of parts, components, batteries etc. 

(8) ( ) The reference to the giant slinky, when drawn during 
the post-session interview, bore striking resemblence to a metal liquid 
transport barrel i.e., "50 gallon drum." 

(9) ( ) During the session Source commented that items 
picked up in t.his warehouse (or at least portions of the warehouse) could 
only be picked up by military personnel. 

4. ( ) OPS FEEDBACK: Following this session a review of Source's 
reported data was conducted and it was determined that Source had successfully 
answered the primary tasking. At this review it was revealed to the 
Interviewer and the Source that the actual tasking was to determine if a 
specific area of a is being utilized to 
store explosives •. Sources escr1.pt1.ve ata re erre to military usage, possible 
POL storage and th~ possible identification of artillery and small arms 
(dymamite?) stored in this area. This session as well as others conducted by 
Source on this target described the guarded nature of the facility and the 
"fragility" (explosiveness?) of the material stored here. In conjunction with 
the total data reported by Source reference this facility, it would tend to 
support the concept of a "sensitive items'' storage area with strong indications 
that the items were explosive ordnance. 
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